Estimating the transmission dynamics of Streptococcus pneumoniae from strain prevalence data.
Streptococcus pneumoniae is a typical commensal bacterium causing severe diseases. Its prevalence is high among young children attending day care units, due to lower levels of acquired immunity and a high rate of infectious contacts between the attendees. Understanding the population dynamics of different strains of S.pneumoniae is necessary, for example, for making successful predictions of changes in the composition of the strain community under intervention policies. Here we analyze data on the strains of S. pneumoniae carried in attendees of day care units in the metropolitan area of Oslo, Norway. We introduce a variant of approximate Bayesian computation methods, which is suitable for estimating the parameters governing the transmission dynamics in a setting where small local populations of hosts are subject to epidemics of different pathogenic strains due to infections independently acquired from the community. We find evidence for strong between-strain competition, as the acquisition of other strains in the already colonized hosts is estimated to have a relative rate of 0.09 (95% credibility interval [0.06, 0.14]). We also predict the frequency and size distributions for epidemics within the day care unit, as well as other epidemiologically relevant features. The assumption of ecological neutrality between the strains is observed to be compatible with the data. Model validation checks and the consistency of our results with previous research support the validity of our conclusions.